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I think it might be most helpful to delegates who have raised a number of
extremely interesting questions about our proposals if I try to reply under a
series of four or five major heads. I hope and believe that, in doing so, I shaIl
in fact succeed, with one exception, in answering all specific questions that have
beer raised by other delegations. If, when I have finished, I have not answered
any questions, I should be grateful if I can be reminded of any points which I may
have missed and perhaps deal with them at a later state. I suggest that it might
be slightly later, because I fear that this initial statement may be rather a long
one and delegations may be very tired of hearing from the United Kingdom by the
time I have finished with it.

The first, and clearly the major, point that was raised by a number of dis-
tinguished delegates was "Why do the United Kingdom consider that the proposals
they have put forward are wholly consistent with the basic objectives of the
Long-Term Arrangement?", and as a corollary to that question "Why do the United
Kingdom not believe that their proposal involves a modification of the Agreement?"

I think that the first clear view we would wish to express is that the basic
objectives of the Long-Term Arrangement are surely to give substantial and growing
access to the markets of the industrialized countries to imports of cotton
textiles from less-developed countries. The whole of the Long-Term Arrangement
consists of a series of measures to ensure that this objective is reached, and a
series of devices to act as guides to both the less-developed countries and the
developed countries on ways of reaching it. I was glad to see, in this connexion,
Mr., Chairman, that you shared the view which I expressed yesterday, that the Long-
Term Arrangement is not basically a juridical document. it is a document designed
to achieve an end - designed to show an end that can be achieved. But its
objective remains the achievement of its end.

I do not believe that any delegation here present would claim that the
United Kingdom has failed to give substantial access to cotton textile imports
from the less-developed countries. I do not want to go repeating our claim, that
we have in this respect gone further than any other major industrialized country.
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We had indeed gone further than any other major industrialized country in this
respect in 1962, when the Long-Term Arrangement was concluded. As a result
of the situation then prevailing in the United Kingdom (which is analyzed briefly
in the United Kingdom Protocol attached to the Long-TermArrangement) we were
granted, with the consent of the vast majority of the Committee, a "no-gowth"
reservation. We accepted participation in the Arrangement- subject to this Protocol
reservation because the Protocol recognized the position in which we then were,
and because, I must admit, that neither we, nor I believe anybody else, foresaw
how the situation in regard to cotton textile exports from developing countries
would in fact develop throughout the succeeding years.

in 1962 we had bilateral arrangements with three major traditional suppliers.
We conceived that, if we were exempted from the growth obligation, there might
be other suppliers coming forward but that they would probably be relatively
small suppliers Provided that we could reach agreement with them, in a
reasonable way, the "no-growth" formula would prevent a further excessive rise
in our imports.

In fact events turned out very differently. The new suppliers during the
last two or three years have appeared on the scene not only in very large numbers,
but with surprisingly-large and growing capacities for the export of cotton textiles.

We could I believe, within the framework of the Long-Term Arrangement, have
adopted quite ruthless measures to prevent the growth of imports from these
suppliers. We could have availed ourselves of Article 3 - which we have never
done - and which I would like to emphasize, we are not now doing. We could have
availed ourselves of Article 3, and we could have held down the pattern of our
trade to a pattern very like that of 1962, in which we had a few large traditional
suppliers and virtually no room for new countries.

We did not in fact do any such thing. It is significant that, although we
were granted the "no-growth" Protocol in 1962, our total imports from all sources
between 1961 and 1964 rose by some 14 per cent in volume. But, within that
growth, imports from Group II countries rose in value by 60 per cent. This is a
formidable growth in value; and it is, I believe, the kind of growth which is of
the greatest importance to the developing countries, because it represents a

growth in the earnings which they all need for economic development.

These are the circumstances in which we had to consider what we should do
when our existing bilateral agreements expired, as they all did, at the end of
the current year. We evolved the proposals which have been put before this
Committee, because it seemed to us that we had reached a point where the
disruption of our industry, which had persisted and indeed increased for some
three years, could not be carried further.
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The adjustment of the United Kingdom industry to the new pattern of world
trade in cotton textiles has been constant and it has been dramatic. I will
produce figures for the last two or three years in a little while. The adjustment
and the re-organization are not yet complete. We outlined in the Aide Memoire
why we considered that we needed a furher period of respite from imports, and
why we considered that it was appropriate that that respite should be given,
broadly speaking, at a reasonable level. The level I will also deal with
separately; but granted that we were going to seek a respite at a given level
which was our principal objective) all the other decisions involved in our
proposals flowed from that single decision.

We also wanted to find the means whereby those of our traditional suppliers
who bave been subjected to restraint for a very long time - six years in fact -
should not be excessively penalized because they had accepted restraint. At
the same time we wanted to meet a difficulty which has been raised in the course
of the general discussions by a number of distinguished delegates, namely that
there was a tendency in the application of Article 3 and Article 4 to freeze the
pattern of trade at the stage at which restraints began to be applied. We sought
therefore to find within our proposals of fixing a total limit to imports, a
means for providing at least a reasonable degree of access for countries which
were not our suppliers in 1962. I mentioned yesterday the extent of that access
which the proposals will in fact provide.¹

This is why we believe our schemeto be wholly consistent with the objectives
of the Long-Term Arrangement. There remains the technical question of the basis
on which we are formally approaching this Committee with the scheme. In our view
what we have tried to do is to produce a multilateral negotiation under
Article 4. We have devised what we thought was the most reasonable and equitable
way of distributing the amount of imports which we could afford to take, and we
have come before this Committee to, consult them and to hear their views on these
proposals.

We are not attempting to impose these proposals under Article 3. Therefore
a number of questions which were raised yesterday, and the tenor of which was that
we had not observed Article 3 procedures, do not in our view arise. We are laying
these proposals before the Committee because we believe that this is the right
way of tackling a peculiar and unique problem, a problem which was recognized
as unique among the major industrialized countries in 1962, and which remains -
as far as Iamaware - no less unique today. The solution, in a sense, is also
unique. But this seems to us both right and appropriate.

¹COT/W/58/Add.1
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If I may move the second point that was raised by a number of delegations,
I would say that it is a reasonable question to ask why the United Kindom
considers that there exists an overall state of disruption in its cotton textile
industry. I would have thought the question more reasonable if the imports
which the United Kingdom had been taking had been of a much lower scale than
they are now. I would have thought that there was a prima facie case for
saying that a country which is meeting 40 per cent of its consumption from imports,
and approximately 35 fromimports from the developing countries, that this
might evoke a certain hesitation in questioning whether disruption in that
country was probable.

I am mot going to describe the enormous decline in the British cotton
industry from the days when it was in its zenith until now. But the shrinkage
of the industry has continued, is continuing, and willcontinue over the next
tree or fouryears at a fairly smart pace. Between 1960 and 1964 some 3 million
spindles went out, 37,000 looms went out, and the labour force diminished by
36,000. I accept the point which was made by the distinguished delegates from
India and Pakistan that one cannot regard these statistics as statistics of
disaster; to some extent they are statistics which reflect the reshaping of the
industry. But clearly the industry is not being resbaped in such a manner as to
become a great cotton textile exporting industry, or a major feature of the
British economy. The industry ls being shaped so that we shall have in the
United Kingdom - and we hope we shall be well on the way to having this by 1970 -
we shall have a smaller, viable, effective and vigorous textile industry. I
believe that there is every prospect that it is moving in the direction in which
the delegates, and specially the distinguished delegates of India and Pakistan,
consider to be the right one - namely in the direction of a high degree of
specialization in those functions to which it is best fitted, and not in a
direction which will require the perpetual need for special measures of protection
from imports from other countries.

The brunt of disruption in any cotton textile industry of course falls on
the primary processes of the industries - spinning, weaving and finishing.
Imports of apparel are of importance because they are the end products of those
industries. If I were to take a reduction ad absurdam it would be fantastic to
take an industry-which produced efficiently large quantities of yarn, grey cloth
and wished cloth, but which had no use for these goods when they were completed.
The regulation of imports of apparel is therefore designed to prevent further
disruption of the earlier stages of the industry and to try and secure a

balanced decline in the industry and a balanced industry when the reorganization
is completed.
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We have also been asked why we appear to be working on the concept that
disruption is straight across the industry. I think much of the answer to that
is evident if you consider some of the statements in the secretariat's working
paper about the consequences of restrictions on particular products of particular
countries. If the share of your domestic market which is taken by imports is
relatively shall, you will have sectors of your industry which are virtually
unaffected by imports and you will have other sectors which are seriously affected.
In such cases it is right and proper that you should be asked to pick and choose
when you report that lmports are causing disruption. But when you have imports
on the scale which we accept in the United Kingdom, you do very rapidly reach
a state of affairs in which, if you choke off imports at one point, they enter
at another. If you suppress or reduce imports from one country, they are
replaced by imports from another. In those circumstances, the state of disruption
horizontally across the industry, and vertically up and down it, is so vast that
it is a quite artificial concept to imagine that you can say in these circumstances
that overalls are being disrupted today and jeans are being disrupted tomorrow.
The disruption is a constant factor and it moves across the industry acceding
to the rises and falls in the imports of particular products, or the rises and
falls inthe imports from particular countries. We submit, therefore, with
conviction and with certainty that we must regard the United Kingdom's industry
as an industry in whch disruption already exists, and has existed for a number
of years. That I think is the answer to the second major point which was raised.

A third major point was the basis on whichwe have fixed the level at which
we seek to stabilize our imports. We have taken, as the Committee will know from
the Aide-Memoire, the average figure of 1962, 1963 and 1964. The reason for
taking an average in this case is to try to arrive at a linear trend, rather than
to select a single year which is bound to reflect the particular conditions in
whatever the year chosen. As I observed in my opening remarks to this Committee²,
all cotton trade is cyclical and the United Kingdom trade is more cyclical than
most. Ours indeed, by the nature of the structure of our industry and for
historical reasons, remains cyclical to a very high degree. I hope and believe
that we shall tend, in the future, to grow nearer to the pattern of the cotton
cycle in other countries, and so reflect a less exaggerated picture of it. This,
in my view, will be a consequence of the increasing verticilization of the British
industry. But, although that verticilizationis now taking place, and indeed
already exists financially over quite a considerable field, the practical
integration of units within these vertical organizations is far from completed.
From my conversations with those to are engaged on this task, I would consider
that it will be three or four years before the vertical organizations which now
exist in form are in fact operating as effective vertical organizations. By that
By that time I hope that the extreme cyclical trends in our trade will have been
modified.ed-.

/1COTW/49.

2WOT/w/58.
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Given a cyclical situation it would be completely artificial to take one year,
whether it be a tough year for importsor a boom year for imports, I do not believe

any single year can be regarded as an average year. No part of a cycle, unless
one is a mathematician of ability and can identify the part with great precision,
can be regarded as the average of the cycle. Allyou can do is to try and ascertain
the linear trend, and this is what we have done in selecting our base period.
Within this bread picture we realized, however, that if we attempted to split the
total into categories, also on an average basis, we should be committing a fallacy
since the pattern of trade should reflect the latest position. Thus we should not
try to freeze the pattern cf our trade as between one product and another in the
pattern of 1962 or 1963, or of the average of them. So, although we have taken
as a basis for our limitation the period 1962-64, we have taken as the pattern for
aur categorization the year 1964.

There is one additional and important featureof the level at which we have
suggested fixing our imports. We recognize that growth in imports is of the
utmost importance, not only of itself, but symbolically. An absolute and rigid
freezing of a prattern is a dangerous practice at any time. As well as being
dangerous it is highly discouraging; it leaves no hope for the future. In spite
df the "no-growth" reservation we have decided, therefore, that under this scheme
we shall aim at - and, I hope succeed, in - ensuring that the present ratio in the
United Kingdom market between domestic production and imports continues. In other
wrs, as aur consumption increases, both imports and domestic production will
maintain their present share of it. We estimatethe increase in United Kingdom
cotton textiles consumption et something under one per cent. It is not an easy
estimate to make, because the figures are confusing are it is always difficult to
sort out cotton from the father textiles. Nevertheless, we believe that somewhere
between three-quarters and one per cent is the probable figure of growth.
Accordingly aur schemc provides for an annul growth in our imports from
developing countries of one per cent each year between new and 1970.

I might perhaps add here that, in puttingforward to this Committee a scheme
for the years 1966 to 1970, we have been actuated, not by any desire to anticipate
what may happen to the Long-Term Arrangement, or to influence any decision which
may in future be reached about its modification, its continuance or its
discontinuance. We stated in our Aide Memoire that, if and when the Long-Term
Arrangement was modified in any way, we should take this into account in considering
how to deal with imports during the last there years 1968 to 1970 of our scheme.

We have put forward a scheme running until 1970 for two reasons andonly two.
The first is that we believe and hope that by then the position of our own industry
will materially have changed; and we are quite sure that it will not materially
change in the sense of achieving the reshaping to which I have referred much before
then. I have given you the evidence for that from my discussions with those who
are in fact responsible for bringing about this change. The second reason is that,
if we are putting proposals forward of what we believe to be highly logical and
sensible kind, We have felt it right to give developing countries an assurance that
we intended toabide by these proposals, and that they were no provisional measure
which we would come back and seek to have made more restrictive.
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This then is a plan for as much liberalization as our circumstances will
allow; and it is anundertaking thatthat liberlization, unless some ghastly
and unforeseen contingency occurs, will continue for a reasonable period ahead.

The third major point I think was raised was how did we, and why did we,
decide that certain countries should be asked to participate in global quota,
cercain countries should receive country quotas and certain countries should not
be subject to restriction.

To deal first with the countries who have been given country quotas, these
are in fact our two oldest traditional suppliers. They were in 1962 our dominant
suppliers. They have been subjected to restraint ever since 1959. l think it
is an interesting speculation as to whether, ifthey had not been subjected to
these restraints, many of the newcountries which have secured access to our market
would ever have been able to secure that access or, if they had,would have
secured it on the scale on which they now have it. Certainly I think it s true
that British imports, knowing of the strict quota limitations which India and
Hong Kong had voluntarily accepted, thought itwise to explore other markets in
order not to put their eggs in two baskets which mightnot be able to held them.
It is for this reason primarily, that we felt that it was right are proper that these
countries should not suffer merely because they had voluntarily accepted, for a
very long period before and since, the restraint of their exports to us.

We were also influenced by the fact that, If we adopted an overall global
system, these very large competitors might have an excessively dominating effect
upon other global quota countries, and that a total global quota system involving
the two largest suppliers to the United Kingdom would tend towards price disruption
in a way which would be beneficial neither to exportingcountriesnor to the
United Kingdom industry.

That was the reason why we offered our three originalsuppliersthe option of
a country quota. Two of them accepted it; one preferred not to.

The countries which we have totally excluded from restriction are, broadly
speaking, those countries whose exports to us have not in fact been disruptive
over past years. This is not a question of theory. This is a question of
ascertainable fact. These imports have not been disruptive. we are a trading
nation and we are naturally not enthusiastic about restraining trade unless and
until it is neccasary. Countries whose imports to use have not be disruptive
are clearly countries whose trade would be difficult to justify restraining.But
it is quite clear to us that we should not be able to accept a position in which,
as a result of the restraints accepted by others followingthose discussions (and
I hope they will be accepted), countries not subject to restrain should benefit
from the restraints of others. This is a matterwhichwe shallwatch with the
greatest care.
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The suggestionhad been made that, within the limit of imports which we
wished to fix, we might have succeedes in achieving a whole series of country
quotas by bilateral negotiations which would have added up to the same figure as
the figure we have proposed. We simply do not believe that this is a practicable-
proposition. I explained in my openingremarks whywe had so far failed to
achieve success in this field, and the wide Memoire sets as succinctly as we can
the sameproposition. One of the difficulties in bilateral negotiations which we
have had has been the very large size of our imports. Had our import of cotton
textiles been very much smeller. I have littledoubt that countries with whom we
were negotiating wouid in fact have regarded the kindof quotas we were offeringTerine
fas perecatonly resable. Bunt I cla wel understands why agny sinIe country, when
approached for a bilatgraime a>reent, and whennsideredthideid e size of the total
Unitgdomed Kio imparts, felt that the Uningdomir-.-dewag bcinz unreasonnble i
su&ngstir ihe kIof figureiur which itphad uwafor%-rd. oIt lacoed mcolsnali a
part of our timpal =portsE Sodyybx!y feels that they should aave g larUer share
in the total importBu EUtoifadd al;deC l thosg larter pargs toZether, you
arrive at a major expansion of the tlevele of imports, and this was a position
whlcbime sinply could not afford teaccDpt.

If my soce miracwe, Igreetedaee t the end of this Committeelby ail the
deleZates each hg din. me a poece ,f paper gayin, "This is our country quota, and
you will find that all these add up to 450 million square yards", I would accept
it tomorrow. I would take the piocesa:f phome t and put them before my
Ministers and sani"Miristers, these are the quotas that everybody wants. These
are the quwhichWic will addoup t_figure wh h-xich we weel c- can afford. You
shoucld ".eptBu uat does anybody really believe that thia is - practicable
proposition? I fear that the answer is that nobody reoes./csT 1hat is why we
±elt that the only realistic way of achieving the limitation we wanted was to
introduce a global quota element into our calculetions. Under this global quota
we would setillingfor- for all those countwhes -eo at present exporoed tD us; and
new countriel wouid be able to compete for toe quzta as and when soeght toéh
engagi In the export of cotton textiles to the Uniteduigdinom. We are closing no
doors to anybodynard we hopwe-w e opening tho ose oocrsot- the most efficient
producers of thgo~zodshwiicBr&itish pozcrters are preparedotauby.

The last point tohwbich I would wist -ooc mi Io ,ne which always seems
extremely difficultota explnir. It is not difficultota explain because therc is
yrxthinillogicecal in it. it is difficuit to explain because it is a slightly
complicated conception.

- was asked in particular by the degeSate of Israel whether we could not
postnore the operation sf the interim arrangements which we have at forward,
perngr- the discussioo rf ru3 complete or-polais. The intim -n scheme which we

bave sugested is devised forno;e purpose, and one purpose only,amelyeyotu fdne a

means by which trade can be keptomcvgn; durgn- the early part of91966 while discussions
on the main scheme may be coinuingnr, and while its luil administration is bnb1-
broughi Into effect.
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It would have seemed at first sight that this problem of keeping trade flowing
could have been solved by continuing the quota system which was already in existence
during 1965. However, with a very large number of countries no quota system at all
was in fact in existence during 1965. Exports from these countriesto theUnited
Kingdom were based on thefulfilment of contracts which has been placed before
specific import licensing was introduced on 1 May 1964. There was in fact
absolutely no basis upon which we could allocate country quotas to all the countries
who sought to export textiles to us in the early partof 1966.

The interim scheme which we have proposed was based, therefore, onthe same
concept as the major proposals, namelycountry quotas and a globalquota. But in
introducing it we have made it clear that ifany adjustments or amendmentsare
made to our proposaIs as a resultofthese discussions,ouradministration forthe
whole year 1966 will take those adjustments into account, ond that nobody who
participates in the interim scheme will thereby have renounced in any way his right
to the benefit of any adjustments that may subsequently be made.

There is one final,not major butimportant, point which was raised in
particular by the delegate of Israel. That is that, in transferring fromone
system of control to another system of control, there are bound to be administrative
hitches of one kind or another. The delegate for Israel objected in principle to
our scheme because he said that its incidence on his own country had been to damage
trade in a particular product for which orders had in fact been placed. This is not
our intention, and certainly we intend to try to iron out these administrative
hitches as quickly as we possibly can. We shall expect and hope that any other
country which is faced with a purely administrative of this kind will inform us so
that we can consider whether we can resolve it. There may be cases, and there
always are cases in administration where hard cases make bad law,wherewe cannot
meet particular administrative difficulties because to do so would undermine the
whole scheme. We hope those cases wouldbe few. We hope that any imsurances that,
do come to our attention will be cases in which we can, by administrativemeasures,
resolvea temporary difficulty whicharises from the movement from one system of
control to another.

I think, Mr. Chairman, I have covered the major points. There may be
something that I have missed. If I have I apologize and Iwould be very ready
to repair the omission at some other time that you consider suitable.


